STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
I am STUDENT’S NAME from India. I have completed by BCA from Saurashtra University
in 2015 with 5.09 CGPA. Though I completed my Bachelors in Computers, I was
fascinated towards travelling. So to make my fascination a successful career, I decided
to study further and deciding this international university attracted me and doing
research , UK became my final destination for my further studies.
The UK is substantially cheaper than other English-speaking study abroad destinations
such as the US and Australia when it comes to paying for higher education.
The UK is one of the most popular countries to travel to for the purpose of earning an
education. Generations of international students have come to the UK for their
education, which means that British universities have decades of experience in
operational with international students. The UK is the home of English hence an ideal
place to develop language skills and enhance employment prospects. It has a standing
of adopting modern technology at a faster rate other than other countries in the world.
The course which would help me to mould my career into Tourism is MSc International
Tourism, Hospitality and Event Management. It will help me in providing with the
enhanced skills and knowledge which are necessary to support key decision-making
within the international tourism, hospitality and event industries. To add to this, hthe
course is designed by a strong theoretical base across a number of contexts relevant to
tourism, hospitality and event management in contemporary international environments.
So, to develop complete knowledge in this field, I decided to pursue this course.
Browsing through the information given on the Website of Hertfordshire University, I am
highly impressed with the accomplished faculty members, environment and the facilities
the University has to offer to its students. I also realize that the syllabus offered at this
University is designed to meet the demands of the present day industry Operations. I
believe studying in this university with high-tech facilities, excellent faculty and the highly
suitable environment are of utmost necessity to achieve new heights in life. Further,
there are lot many things I find good about this university like it is about half an hour
from London. London is one of the most richly diverse cities in the world. More than 270
nationalities are residing here. It is the global city which offer international culture and
cuisine. It is a place of historical beauty and art. Big Libraries and museums and galleries
are existing, Given these facts, I believe that there cannot be a better platform than this
University to obtain advanced knowledge of the field.
To wrap up, if chance received, I would complete my course with full dedication and
make my name in the market.
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